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ABSTRACT: Phishing has for long now been a social
nuisance. It includes various engineering schemes which
are used to obtain discrete and important information from
its prey by using a trusted component in electronic
communication systems. Given its importance, it is a
necessity that we study or analyze this scheme in order to
generate a solution. Rough set theory from the past three
decades has helped us study various systems with
incomplete information domains. It has helped us gain
invaluable information by in depth analysis of incomplete
information systems. Hence, in this paper we analyze and
derive results from a Phishing data set, comprising of
domains all over the world and also generic domains using
rough set theory. We will then scrutinize some of our
results and put forth our conclusion.
KEYWORDS: Phishing; Rough Set Theory; Domain
Name.

I. INTRODUCTION
Phishing may be defined as an embezzlement scheme
wherein various social engineering schemes are used
to obtain discrete information from its prey having a
motive to cause losses [OSO11]. This scheme maybe
implemented through various channels such as emails, false pages etc. Unsolicited or unwarranted
emails are not only a social nuisance but may also be
extremely dangerous with respect to exploitation of
personal warranted data [ARD12]. Various hijacking
algorithms are used and convince the user to respond
to the trap [***06]. Various technical subterfuge
techniques are used to plant CRIMEWARES directly
into user forms enabling direct withdrawal of user
data. Phishing may also include diverting traffic into
corrupted infrastructures through various proxies
controlled by phishes [***06].
The Rough set theory can be considered one of the
most important conceptions of modern day science.
Introduced in the eighties by Pawlak [***06], it is an
extension of the set theory solicited for the study and
in depth understanding of intelligent systems
comprising of incomplete or insufficient information
[Paw82a, Paw84, Paw85, Paw82b].The usefulness
and scope of the theory has been proved to be
unparalleled. This theory may be considered as
complementary to other generalizations established in
set theory [Paw02]. Rough set theory has found
applications in wide spread domains such as

environment decisions, banking decisions, healthcare
and various other fields [JST05]. It is founded on the
assumption that every ascendable object in the
universe has some information or data associated
with it. These objects that are characterized by the
same information are indiscernible. The relation
generated so (discernibility relation) forms the
mathematical structure of the rough set theory
[JST05]. We have used the rough set exploration
system, a freeware to derive the results [S+12].
1.1. Basic mathematical overview of Rough Se t
The basic mathematical sketch can be defined as
[Paw02]. Let S denote a non-empty and finite set, and
let P  S×S be an equivalence relation on S. The pair
constituted by par=(S, P) is known as the
approximation space. The equivalence relation P
effectively partitions the set S into disjoint sets. Let
there be an empty set  such that the equivalence
classes of P and  are called the atomic sets in the
approximation space par=(S,P). The family of all the
composing set (including ) is denoted by Co(par)
and forms a Boolean algebra. The union of
elementary sets is called as a composed set. Let
X  S be an arbitrary set, the available information
(equivalence classes of P) will not be enough to give
an accurate representation of X. Hence, in such a
situation, one may classify X with respect to a pair of
lower and higher approximations given by:

par  ( X )  {x |[ x] p  X }

(1)
(2)

The lower approximation can be defined as the union
of all elementary sets which are subsets of X. The
upper approximation may be defined as the union of
all elementary sets which have a non-empty
intersection with X.
For any subsets, the following properties are satisfied
by the lower approximations-

par  ()  

(1)

par  ( X )  X

(2)
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X  Y  par  ( X )  par  (Y )

par  ( par  ( X ))  par  ( X )

(3)
(4)

par  ( X

(5)

par  ()  

Y )  par  ( X )

(5)

par  (Y )
(6)

par  (U )  U

(6)

X  par  ( par  ( X ))

(7)

par  ( par  ( X ))  X

par  ( X )  par  ( par  ( X ))

(8)

(8)

X  par  ( X )

par  ( X )  par  ( par  ( X ))

(9)

(9)

par  ( X

Y )  par  ( X )

par  (Y )

(10)

and the upper approximations satisfy the above
conditions-

(7)

Based on the lower and upper approximations of the
set X  S, the Universe S can be divide into three
regions which are disjoint in nature namely, the
positive region POS(X), the negative region NEG(X),
and the boundary region BON(X) given by [Paw02]:

par  ()  

(1)

POS(X) = par  ( X )

X  Y  par  ( X )  par  (Y )

(2)

NEG(X) = S - par  ( X )

par  ( X ) ~ par  (~ X )

(3)

BON(X) = par  ( X )  par  ( X )

par  ( par  ( X ))  par  ( X )

(4)

II. DATA SET
Table 1. Phishing Data Set [RA12]

The above data set has been taken from [RA12]. It
consists of various domains all throughout the world
which also include some specific generic domains
also. It has attributes specifying the number of unique
phishing attacks, unique domain names used, average
uptime, median uptime, the number of domains in
registry, scores which denote the number of attacks
per thousand domains and the phishing domains per
thousand domains. It also contains the number of

malicious domains registered and
registrations per thousand domains.

malicious

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1. Reduct Calculation
The positive region (explained above) above contains
all instances of U that can be segmented to instances
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of U/Q (where Q belongs to the resultant attribute)
using the information in attributes P where P belongs
to the result generating attributes. Considering this
notion of the positive region, the rough set degree of
dependency of a set of attributes Q on a set of
attributes P is denoted by –For P, Q  A, (where A is
a non-empty finite set of attributes Such that a:
U → Va and Va is the values attribute a might
take).It is noted that Q relies on P on a particular
degree D (0 ≤ k ≤ 1) denoted P →D Q if and only if,

REDUCT (A, d) ⋂ BG REDUCT (B, d). Any
element of the set DR (A, G) can be called a dynamic
reduct of A [Baz96]. The dynamic reducts obtained
from the data set areTable 3. Dynamic Reducts

| POS (Q ) | / | U |

P
D =
. The reduction of attributes
can be achieved
by comparing the equivalence
statements Obtained from the attributes [Yao98]. The
Attributes are eliminated so that the reduced set of
values contains the same predictive correctness of the
decision attribute as the original template. Hence, a
reduct might be defined as a subset of the minima l
cardinality of an attribute conglomerate [Baz96]. The
reducts generated by the data set taken for reference
are-

Table 2. Reducts

3.3. Rule Extraction
Rough set theory has proved to be an important tool
in extracting rules from information tables. It is a
wide domain which consists of attribute reduction
mechanisms and attributes value reduction
mechanisms. Rule extraction has often proved to be a
problem as it is an N-P hard problem [Yao10]. The
basics to rule extraction lies in information systems
which can be defined as S = (U,A,V, f ) ,where the
universe is denoted by U, a finite set comprising of
{x x x ....x }

3.2. Dynamic Reduct Calculation
Those well versed with the rough set theory, will
know that dynamic reducts are most useful while
classifying unseen cases. The dynamic results
obtained are considered to be the most stable or
reliable reducts obtained. If A is a decision table
taken for reference, then we may consider another
table B such that its universe is a subset of the
universe of A to be a sub table of A. Let S (A) denote
all the sub tables of A. Let G  S (A), then the
dynamic reduct DR (A, G) can be denoted as-

n
N objects U = 1, 2, 3,
, A be a set of finite
attributes divided into disjoint sets or A = C  D ,
where C is a set of conditional attributes and D is a
set of the various decision attributes.

V 

Vq

(where V q is a domain of the attribute
q), f :U × A→V is the information function (called
information function) such that the function
f(x,q)  Vq for every attribute q  A and x  U
[X+07, DTH06]. The following rules can be extracted
from the reference phishing dataqA
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Table 4. Decision Rules

After discretization of the table [SW92], we obtain
the following cuts from the information setTable 5. Cuts

With the available decision attribute information we
also generate a graph comparing the different scores
which is the number of phishing domains per 10000
domains. After analyzing the graph, we deduce that
Brazil or br has the highest phishing domains per
10000 domains while domains like Canada (cn),
Denmark (de) and European Union (eu) are on the
lower side. We also notice that generic domains are
generally on the lower side and India (in) is ranked
second in the number of phishing domains per 10000
domains.
CONCLUSION

3.4 Graphical Analysis

We would like to conclude that we have completely
analyzed the phishing information data set and
successfully derived the reducts, cut sets, rules and
dynamic reducts from the data set. We have also
analyzed the attributes in the data set and have
identified the decision attribute. With this information
we have derived a graph TLD vs. score (Phishing
domains per 10000 domains) and have found out that
Brazil ranks first followed by India according to the
y-ordinate and countries like Canada, Denmark lie on
the lower side with respect to the y-ordinate.
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